
Assignment 01
Modeling and Texturing a 
City block for games.

C .Texturing your City in Maya  

Creating Color Map Shaders and UV 
Mapping the City.
I. Creating Shaders
Open your CityModel maya file.

 



Now lets create the Shaders for our 
city with the hypershade.
Go to windows>Rendering 
Editors>Hypershade.

 

Click the “show bottom tabs only”  
button to make it easier to do our 
shaders.

Click create lambert shader. And rename the shader “Building” in the channel box window.



Now scroll down the create tab 
and click on the creat file 
texture node.

Select the File Texture node and 
press control-A on your 
keyboard.The Attribute window 
appears, click the folder icon 
next to Image name attribute 
and locate your the building 
texture file we did earlier.

The File texture now has our 
building texture file.
Next thing we do is connect 
the File texture node to the
Building shader.To do that...
Select the file texture, then 
hold the middle mouse 
button.... then drag it to the
Building shader.



When you middle mouse drag 
the file texture to the building 
shader, the recommended 
connections are being shown 
by default.

Select connect to  “color”.

Finished Building shading 
network.

Now create another shader, 
this but time name it 
“street” shader.

Repeat our previews steps in 
making a shader but make the 
name this time “Street” and 
connect it a File texture that 
contains our street texture.

Finished Building Shader and Street shader



Close the Hyper shade window.

Then, select the two cube buildings and hold right-click. Select Assign Existing 
Materials>Building Shader.

Apply the street 
texture to the street 
model as well.
Select the street 3d 
model, hold right-click. 
Select Assign Existing 
Material>street.

.



Press “6” on your 
keyboard to view our 
textures.

As you can see without 
UV mapping the textures 
are a mess.

II. UV MAPPING

Select one of the buildings, Right-click 
select face.

Go to the front view while the face 
is selected. Press “f” to zoom in 
the face.



Click CreateUVs>Planar 
Mapping Options Box.

Set the Settings to Project 
from “Camera”. 

Click Project.



Now open the UV 
Texture Editor 
(Window>UV Texture 
Editor)

Now move and scale the 
UVs to the front 
building image.

As you scale and move 
the UVs, you can see the 
texture fit interactively to 
the model.



Next, select the side faces of the 
building.

Then go to the side view.
Create UVs>Planar Mapping

Scale down and move 
the UVs to the “Side” 
image



Now lets do the back of the building.
Select the Back face.

Go to the Front View.
Then Apply createUVs>Planar 
Mapping.

Scale and Move 
down the UVs to 
the Building 
Side Image.



Good Job! Hang in there weʼre 
almost done.Now lets do the 
Building Top and Bottom.

Select the top and bottom face.

Go to the Top View.
Apply again a planar mapping

Move and Scale the UVs again to 
fit the Building Top.



Ok, good job! 
One Building is done.
I have good news, instead of doing 
the UVs to the other building 
again.

We can just copy the UVs to the 
other Model.

To Copy UVs, select the finished 
one first then the other one 
second.

Go to Mesh>Transfer Attributes 
options box.

Set the Sample Space to “Component”.

Click Transfer.



We have Finished UV Mapping the 
Buildings. Good Job!

Now lets do the street.
Select the Street Face

Go to the Top View.

Create UVs >Planar 
Mapping.

Then Move and Scale 
Uvs to Street Texture.



 

Select the fence face.

Go to the Front View.

CreateUvs>Planar Mapping.

Move and Scale UVs to fence texture.



Almost done, two more Faces to go.

Select the Sidewalk Face.

Go to Top View

CreateUvs>
Planar Mapping.

Move and Scale Uvs 
to Sidewalk texture.

    

    One last Face to UV, and we are done!



Select the tiny face in front of the side 
walk.

Go to the front view.
CreateUvs>Planar Mapping.

Move and scale Uvs to sidewalk 
texture.

We are all done. Good job! Make sure to save your file LastName_FirstName.mb 


